
Name Title Date Facility

Jeffrey Vigstol Picker 2/1/2022 PDCe

John Wood Pack Associate 2/1/2022 Brooks

Chastity Tabor Pack Associate 2/1/2022 Brooks

Nancy Jones Order Fulfillment Team Member - ExpressPros 2/1/2022 PDCe

Tyran Jones Shipping 2/2/2022 Brooks

Steven Wilson 2/2/2022 Brooks

Kari Hamm Picker 2/3/2022 Brooks

Mike Gilbertson 2/3/2022 PDCe

Landon Shaver Picker 2/3/2022 Brooks

David Harrison Pack Associate 2/4/2022 PDCe

Bryce Chapin Receiving Associate 2/4/2022 PDCe

Juhl Stavenes Packaging Support 2/4/2022 Brooks

Mike Wojciechowski 2/5/2022 PDCe

Gabriella Sharier Order Fulfillment Team Member - ExpressPros 2/5/2022 Brooks

Nancy Jones Order Fulfillment Team Member - ExpressPros 2/6/2022 Brooks

Burgundy Phillips Order Fulfillment Team Member - ExpressPros 2/6/2022 Brooks

Zachary Allensworth 2/7/2022 Brooks

Rhonda Nelson 2/8/2022 Brooks

Shane Borg Pack Associate 2/9/2022 Brooks

Vali Hamilton Pack Associate 2/9/2022 Brooks

Cassie Newquist Picker 2/9/2022 Brooks

Daniel Blanding Order Fulfillment Team Member - ExpressPros 2/9/2022 Brooks

Tia Curfman Distribution Stock Associate 2/9/2022 PDCe

Tia Curfman Distribution Stock Associate 2/9/2022 PDCe

Melissa Kopecky Order Fulfillment - Fargo 2/9/2022 Fargo

Nick Opdahl Picker 2/10/2022 PDCe

Nicole Loerzel 2/10/2022 Brooks

Kevin Hjelseth 2/10/2022 PDCe

Drew Huddleston Order Fulfillment - Fargo - Temp 2/10/2022 Fargo

David Partlow Supervisor, Facilities - Fargo 2/10/2022 Fargo

Danielle Roseen Picker 2/11/2022 Brooks

Juhl Stavenes Packaging Support 2/11/2022 Brooks

Easton Butler Picker 2/11/2022 Brooks

Sharee Murphy Order Fulfillment Team Member - ExpressPros 2/14/2022 Brooks

Molly Garry Picker 2/14/2022 PDCe

Nora Hahn 2/16/2022 Brooks

Micheal McPherson Picker 2/17/2022 PDCe

John Helgenset 2/18/2022 Brooks

Korey Hanson Supervisor, Picking 2/18/2022 PDCe

Tina Mcclain 2/19/2022 Brooks

Michael Masseth Product Manager I 2/21/2022 Brooks

Ivonne Bermudez 2/21/2022 Brooks

Tyler Loe Picking Support Associate 2/22/2022 Brooks

Michael Harstad Receving 2/22/2022 PDCe

Terhya Nyegaard 2/22/2022 PDCe

Dan Boucher Picker 2/22/2022 Brooks



Melissa Clarke Picking Support Associate 2/23/2022 Brooks

Cynthia Robinson Order Fulfillment Team Member - ExpressPros 2/23/2022 Brooks

Brian Titterton Exceptions Representative 2/23/2022 Brooks

Bea Drevlow Picker 2/24/2022 Brooks

Kyle Arveson Driver 2/24/2022 Brooks

Dani Boyle 2/25/2022 Brooks

Tom Mercer 2/28/2022 PDCe



Injury Incident

N/A Near Miss - Property Damage

N/A Near Miss - Injury

Crushed/Crushing Struck B/A - Other

Cut Struck B/A - Other

Cut Struck B/A - Falling Object

Strain LL/PP

Strain STF Inside

N/A Near Miss - Property Damage

Other Other

N/A Near Miss - Property Damage

Strain LL/PP

Scrape STF Outside

N/A Property Damage

Cut Struck B/A - Other

Cut Struck B/A - Other

Cut Struck B/A - Tool / Equipment

Strain LL/PP

Bruise Struck B/A - Other

Bruise STF Inside

Strain LL/PP

Sprain STF Outside

Cut Struck B/A - Other

N/A Property Damage

N/A Property Damage

N/A Property Damage

N/A Property Damage

N/A Near Miss - Injury

Strain LL/PP

Strain LL/PP

N/A Near Miss - Injury

Bruise STF Outside

Scrape STF Inside

Dislocation STF Outside

Puncture Struck B/A - Other

Repetitive Struck B/A - Tool / Equipment

Scrape STF Outside

N/A Near Miss - Property Damage

Strain STF Outside

Near Miss - Property Damage

Bruise STF Inside

Puncture Struck By - Other

Bruise Other

Crushed/Crushing Struck By - Tool / Equipment

Cut Struck By - Tool / Equipment

N/A Near Miss - Property Damage

Strain LL/PP



Crushed/Crushing Struck By - Falling Object

Other Near Miss - Injury

Bruise Struck By - Tool / Equipment

Cut Struck By - Tool / Equipment

Property Damage

Puncture Struck By - Tool / Equipment

Property Damage



What Happened?

Moving out of the way of another rep backed into I beam with order picker OP 46 Moving out of the way of another rep backed into I beam with order picker OP 46 hit I 29 was heading west another operator was coming out of the aisle with a turret truck and he backed up with the order  picker with a cage attached and the cage hit the I beam.

john was walking back to his station 766 and he didnt see a single tote on the floor by the pallets. we were passing so we said hi to each other and he almost fell by 765

Arm pinched between 2 totes stacking totes went to align top 3 totes shift pinching her arm

Not sure how it occured. she noticed small paper cut with small amount of blood. Nancy noticed she had a small paper cut on her pinky finger. She does not know exactly when or where it happened. When she noticed it, she washed her hands and called a supervisor (Lisa).

Tyran was grabbing an MSC tote from the top shelf and the bin next to it fell off the shelf and struck the bridge of his nose.

Lifting totes and delivering totes to pick support.  Felt pain increase as day went on (pinched nerve?).

Kari was squeezing through the aisle sideways.  She was between her DKR bucket and the shelving. After she grabbed the reel she needed, she went back sideways. Her left foot went into a crack in the floor.  She caught herself before she could fall. She jarred her back and lower body.

Mike was in the turret truck(TT-2) in 1J-21000 area. Mike went to cross the isle into the back section, Mike was using the mirrors to back up. He was honking at the intersection. There was an order picker in the back isle. Mike went to back up and couldn't see the order picker(OP-40) and bumped the front of it.

Grabbed product from the bin, container leaked chemical onto hands.  Bottle was leaking when he grabbed from the bin and was told to put part down and go wash hands. Went to Key Health because it still burned after washing hands. They wiped his hands with rubbing alcohol and he washed his hands again and applied burn cream that was given to him by Key Health.

Trying to attach to wire guided line machine pulled finding the line and ran into pallet racking op 45 1I He was 

He picked up a box and strained his elbow

Slipped and fell as he was leaving the building and landed on his knee scraping it.

Mike was using scissor to maintenance conveyor systems. While moving the lift, a pin for the slide out caught a power disconnect switch and damaged it.

Left index finger scraped against tote, near fingernail. Now becoming infected.  Gabby was picking, had ticket, went to grab something out of the bin, and the side of the bin went into cuticle. She said ouch and kept working. She put a band aid on it the next day, when she noticed it starting to hurt. She reported the incident on Feb 8th, when she noticed it was becoming infected. She went to a walk in clinic in Fargo on Feb 12th, and they gave her an antibiotic.

Punchered index finger on a staple while removing a part from the bin

CUT BY SHARP EDGE OF TUBE CUTTER  Was cutting a tube, trying to hold tube so parts wouldn't fly out. The tube cutter slipped & cut finger

Carrying a heavy box to a barcode station. Back is bothering him.

She was putting paper work in the work bins, and backed into the corner of the printer shelf.

Shane was going up the west entrance stairs and his left foot caught on the top step he then fell and hit his head on the wall.

Vali was boxing an order and lifted a 45 lbs box of parts to place into a Digikey box. When she was done she noticed her left shoulder was sore.

Stepped out of car and took two steps. Tripped over a lump of snow. Fell on left side. When walking in the west parking lot, didn't notice a large pile of snow and tripped over it.

Paper cut on left pinky. Not exactly sure on what object  Unsure exactly what happened. Cut was noticed after the fact.

Struck elevator door with ez go A7NX was approaching the elevator with the stock chaser, elevator door was open at the time of coming up to the elevator. Operator thought there was enough time to enter the elevator while door was open but door started to shut and operator struck the elevator door. reported incident to there leadership right away.

A7NX was backing out of the elevator on 3rd floor with a people mover and struck the drywall puncturing a hole in the wall.

Melissa was picking orders in Bulk 1 on OP28.  She was driving from east to west in isle XY-14500-21400.  She ran into the pallet racking with the wing of OP28, when the wire guidance disabled as she was driving down the isle.  Melissa tried to toggle the switch to reengage the wire guidance and that's when she hit the upright.

Was going to 1st break drove the order picker to the breakroom and ran the mast in to the air duct.

Nicole was walking through toteloop 1 with the green cart. It was crowded with pallets and people. Anthony Trueblood was on a mouse cart traveling very quickly in the direction head on with Nicole and the green cart. As Nicole was turning the green cart next to station 200, Anthony just barely stopped before hitting Nicole and swerved to miss her.

Kevin was lifting a 62lbs box from a cage to the scale and down to the pallet when he felt a strain in his right side just below his belt.

Drew was moving a box from the receiving belt to a pallet. When Drew moved to place the box on the pallet he accidently stepped on the pallet and his foot slipped causing a strained muscle in his groin. After the injury he told Joe Colago and they came and talked to myself (Brady),

David was removing snow in the west parking lot of building 3 in Fargo and slipped on ice and fell to the ground. No pain/injury at the time. Fell into snow.

Danielle was walking outside  about 5 steps from building slipped and fell on hip. She was walking out on break out the east entrance and she slipped on the ice and fell.

He was going to throw down a MSC box down the take away and tripped over a single tote between the stations. Landed on both knees onto the safety mat.

Walking in the west parking lot. Slipped on ice and fell. Felt like shoulder dislocated, popped it back in. Slipped on the ice, landed on his shoulder. Felt like his shoulder was dislocated, he rolled onto it to try to pop it back in.

Part with metal leads slid down finger and punctured under her cuticle. was picking parts when a metal lead slid down finger & punctured under her cuticle

Was separating blue cage from order picker pulled on it and the cage released and cage ran over big toe.

Employee was walking out of the doors after work and slipped in the east parking lot right outside the entry. Her knee is scraped and bruised. Employee was walking out of the East entrance doors and slipped on a patch of ice 5 ft into the parking lot and fell on her left knee and bruised/scraped it. She iced the knee and told her supervisor the next day.

Using personal phone while operating columbia stock chaser. At 8:01AM 2-17-22 I witnessed Micheal drive from Skybridge to single elevator while using his personal phone with one hand and driving with the other. Then right after it looked like he had both hands on the phone while still moving. On phone up until he got to elevator.

Slipped while helping push a SUV out of the snow in the west parking lot.

Korey was pulling out of 1D 12000 with turret truck 2.  Korey swung wide to go around Dominic in a order picker 

Caring a box of put away, tripped over tote on floor hit knee on cement.

Mike was pushing a pallet jack, when he rounded the corner and got too close to a stack of pallets. Nails were exposed and he caught his calf on them.

Was doing put-away, a heavy tote was on the floor, she picked it up, lost control of it, dropped it and pulled a muscle in her upper left abdomen between ribs.

Tyler backed into his toe with an electric pallet jack. Stubbed toe on pallet jack while backing up the pallet jack resulting in his toe nail being pushed back.

Grabbed tote and the tote corner hit his eye. He was grabbing a tote and the corner hit the corner of his eye. It cut it and was bleeding.

Terhya was driving down isle 1P 50000 on order picker number 41.  Terhya saw a pallet of boxes sticking out 4-6inches farther down the isle.

Was pulling a box box off the top shelf. It was heavier than expected and felt a pull in his left shoulder. Doing put away and pulling a box down from the top shelf and it was heavier than he thought it  was. When it was coming down he caught it with his hands and he felt the shoulder strain.



Melissa dropped a pallet on her foot. Manually moving a pallet 3 pallet widths and when putting the pallet down it dropped on her big toe.

Cindy was coming down one of the aisles. She turned right to exit the aisle and realized she had to go left instead. Cindy's feet got crossed and tripped over her feet while trying to turn in the other direction. She fell on her knee and caught herself with her hands.

Brian was crossing the bridge over the MTS by LX and while looking at the bridge his head struck the wire/cable cage carrier/reaceway.

Cut her finger on a tube. Picking a tube part and her hand went into the box to get  the part and the tube was jagged and cut her finger.

Backing into door 5 looking in passenger side mirror so wouldn't hit hartz truck backed into supply truck sun was glaring in drivers side mirror.

When she set a box of heavy parts down into a tote, she set it on a bag of screws in which one of the screw punctured her at the bottom of her nail.

Unable to stop an electric pallet jack before it hit the freight elevator door.



Med? WC? OSHA? PIV? Which PIV?

No No No Yes Wire-guided Order Picker

No No No No None

Yes No No No None

No No No No None

No No No No None

Yes No No No None

Yes No No No None

No No No Yes Turret Truck

No No No No None

No No No Yes Wire-guided Order Picker

Yes No No No None

No No No No None

No No No Yes Scissor Lift

No No No No None

No No No No None

No No No No None

No No No No None

No No No No None

No No No No None

No No No No None

No No No No None

No No No No None

No No No Yes Stock Chaser

No No No Yes People Mover

No No No Yes Wire-guided Order Picker

No No No Yes Wire-guided Order Picker

No No No No None

No No No No None

No No No No None

No No No No None

Yes No No No None

No No No No None

Yes No No No None

No No No No None

Yes No No No None

No No No No None

No No No Yes Stock Chaser

No No No No None

No No No Yes Turret Truck

No No No No None

No No No No None

Yes No None

No No No Yes Electric Pallet Jack

No No No No None

No No No Yes Order Picker

No No No No None



No No No No None

No No No No None

No No No No None

No No No No None

No No

No


